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Gooseberry Patch Oh-So-Sweet Baby KnitsLeisure Arts
¡°How perverted is Si Ye Han's taste? He still wants me like this?¡± Waking up, she looked at her reflection in the mirror: explosive
wig, tattoos, and demon-like makeup. Any normal person¡¯s eyes would burn if they looked at her for more than a second. Before
her rebirth, she was in love with a different guy, so all she wanted to do was escape from Si Ye Han and hated him to his core
after being locked up by him. After her rebirth, she looked differently at him, thinking that maybe he changed for the better? In the
past, her mind was muddled. She let go of a stunning husband, was hurt by a scumbag and backstabber and most of all, was
brainwashed by her most trusted friend. In the end, she was utterly alone. In her current lifetime, there are evil people scheming
and eagerly waiting for her downfall. Sorry, but this girl won¡¯t fall for the same tricks twice!
You may have had a Crush on someone. You may have had a Girlfriend. You may have had fallen in Love before. But to how
many of you did it happen at the age of 13? Welcome to The First Crush, a story about two 13 year olds, a tale about a nerd who
thought gossip and girls were a waste of time – Raman, and the princess of his nightmares – Ananya. The first love of Raman’s
best friend – Ronak – ignites the spark of love in his life. But coins turn when Ananya shifts a thousand miles away. What happens
when some other guy wants Ananya at all costs? When Ananya already has someone in her heart? And what other surprise does
life have in store for them?
Fans of Louise Penny will love the Emily Kincaid mysteries by Elizabeth Kane Buzzelli! A Kirkus Reviews Best Book of 2011!
“Emily is a detective for our times: She can’t afford health care, but she can make flour out of cattails and work three jobs at
once.” —Christian Science Monitor Nothing could have prepared part-time journalist Emily Kincaid for the sight of a brutally slain
woman left in an abandoned farmhouse, but when she and brooding Deputy Dolly link the execution-style murder to a rash of dead
dogs being left on the doorsteps of migrant farm workers, she knows a new form of darkness has descended on her quiet northern
Michigan town. Unsure whether the events are acts of retribution, warnings to silence potential witnesses, or omens of even more
sinister deeds to come, Emily discovers an alarming string of clues in a book she’s editing for an eccentric Englishman. The
flamboyant author hardly seems the type for such gruesome acts, but the eerie plot seems too similar to be coincidental, and too
ghastly to ignore. When another macabre murder takes a life at the Englishman’s own home, an investigation already laced with
fear becomes downright terrifying. Drawing on the strength of a friendship that’s been tested to the limits, Emily and Dolly will
have to put all their squabbles aside to protect each other and catch a killer, because life can be cruel, but fiction can be fatal.
Rave reviews for the Emily Kincaid Mysteries: Dead Dancing Women “Every woman who’s ever struggled with saying no, fitting
in, and balancing independence against loneliness will adore first-timer Emily.” —Kirkus Reviews Dead Floating Lovers “A mystery
that keeps you guessing, together with the story of a woman slowly finding her voice” —Kirkus Reviews Dead Sleeping Shaman
“Buzzelli’s well-crafted third Emily Kincaid . . . [features] sharp prose and spirited characterizations.” —Publishers Weekly Praise
for A Most Curious Murder: “Fans of [Lewis] Carroll will delight in Zoe’s flights of fancy, and the northern Michigan setting in all its
splendor is a charmer . . . an entertaining series with a quirky premise and captivating characters.” —Library Journal “This quirky,
clever cozy series launch . . . [is] hard to resist.” —Publishers Weekly “Quirky main characters, lyrical dialogue and a story sure to
appeal to bookworms as well as cozy mystery fans are all elements that give this novel a distinctive voice. A clever mystery and
intriguing supporting cast round out the mix.” —RT Book Reviews (four star review)
The Deep Breath is a science-fiction novel about the chronicles of Nicolas Cain/Khan Antonius, a human assassin who has been
named the newest Khan, an immortal protector of all the free peoples within this quadrant of twenty-eight million light years. This is
a story that centers on Cain's past, his family, and his involvement in the future of humanity and all of its allies. Recently, his home
planet has come under siege in the Milky Way, and it is up to him and his loyal deadly troops to raise Earth to its rightful place
within the Terran Alliance, unify warring groups, and hold off the deadliest enemies in the known universe. The deadliest enemies
of free will and liberty are on their way to the Milky Way Galaxy, and Earth is considered the greatest threat to their conquest of
universal dominance. With enemies at their doorstep and coming from deep space, it will take all the courage, skill, and character
to hold his beloved Terran Alliance together, while so many are trying to tear it apart.
Born in Lincolnton, North Carolina, in 1837, Stephen Dodson Ramseur rose meteorically through the military ranks. Graduating
from West Point in 1860, he joined the Confederate army as a captain. By the time of his death near the end of the war at the
Battle of Cedar Creek, he had attained the rank of major general in the Army of Northern Virginia. He excelled in every assignment
and was involved as a senior officer in many of the war's most important conflicts east of the Appalachians. Ramseur's
letters--over 180 of which are collected and transcribed here by George Kundahl--provide his incisive observations on these
military events. At the same time, they offer rare insight into the personal opinions of a high-ranking Civil War officer.
Correspondence by Civil War figures is often strictly professional. But in personal letters to his wife, Nellie, and best friend, David
Schenk, Ramseur candidly expresses beliefs about the social, military, and political issues of the day. He also shares vivid
accounts of battle and daily camp life, providing colorful details on soldiering during the war.
Reproduction of the original: A Forest Hearth: A Romance of Indiana in the Thirties by Charles Major
Shares simple recipes for cost-effective, nutritious baby foods, drawing on the authors' experiences to explain how to prepare wholesome
gourmet purees in a minimum of time.
Cassie Lucas, a red-headed imp, loves dogs so much she sleeps in flannel puppy covered pajamas. A secret study for her psychology
doctorate makes her job of dog-walking more than just a way to make money. Her brood consists of six interesting animals and their owners,
all residents of her posh condo building on Lake Shore Drive in Chicago. But none of them is as interesting as the cool, distant, Ryan
Winston, a multi-millionaire who occupies the penthouse. Ryan Winston's two goals in life are to accumulate wealth and to avoid the
debutantes who think he's perfect husband material. When he meets Cassie, he has a devil of a time remembering his goals. He has no idea
she's actually Cassandra Lucas Sykes of Sykes Steel Mills, until she unknowingly bests him in a real estate deal. Then the fun begins!
Plan and Execute Projects that Deliver Amazing Results No matter what business you're in, effective project management is a cornerstone of
your success. Top performers understand not only how to get results, but how to draw a project to the right conclusion exactly when it's
needed. The Top Performer's Guide to Project Management gives you a quick yet definitive overview of how project management works and
ways of creating the best possible results. Discover: -Why project management is so important -How to set and meet deadlines -Budgeting
and sticking to it -Tips for dealing with obstacles -Bringing the project to a satisfying and happy ending Top performers know how to plan and
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run a successful project. You are just a short read away from mastering this essential skill.
5 Success strategies to eliminate the progression to diabetes by living sugar free
Contains the first printing of Sartor resartus, as well as other works by Thomas Carlyle.
Imagine yourself being the powerful, magical and now legendary creature which has been recognized world-wide throughout history as most
likely the most powerful being whom has ever existed. Used to being the top of the food chain and even having had dominion over these
upstart human beings for all of the time which they have called Mother Earth their home. You have seen many of their kind make somewhat
valiant attempts at the creation of a life that would be in tune with that of the "mother" within this world for innumerable of their lifetimes, only
to see them fail at every important crossroad with which they were faced. Now imagine that you have seen these humans remove most of the
Magic from the world that you love and have called home for time longer than they can even begin to realize how to measure and that they
are causing the ending of the existence of many of the beings that have existed here since times untold, who were all vessels which truly
contained the strong essence of the old magic that was once so fully saturated this lovely world, but their advancements and the Technology
of which they were so very capable of creating had now begun to unchangeably, possibly negatively alter the world which you had called
home for such a very, very long time. Yet imagine as well, that you the Piasa, possibly the last of dragon kind had discovered within these
humans, something that was quite possibly some new sort of Magic one which you had never seen before, called love; which at first you had
been unfamiliar with, but now that you had experienced it through relationships with several of these unique beings felt that it was the one
and only hope for us all?
Margaret Oliphant achieved fame during the Victorian era for her masterpieces of domestic realism, historical novels and spellbinding tales of
the supernatural. This eBook presents a comprehensive range of Oliphant’s works, with the complete Chronicles of Carlingford, the complete
Stories of the Seen and Unseen, numerous illustrations, rare texts appearing in digital print for the first time, informative introductions and the
usual Delphi bonus material. (Version 1) * Beautifully illustrated with images relating to Oliphant’s life and works * Concise introductions to
the novels and other texts * 23 novels, with individual contents tables * Rare novels available in no other collection, including Oliphant’s first
novels MARGARET MAITLAND and CHRISTIAN MELVILLE * Rare supernatural novels appearing in digital publishing for the first time: DIES
IRAE and THE LADY’S WALK * Images of how the books were first published, giving your eReader a taste of the original texts * Excellent
formatting of the texts * The complete ‘Chronicles of Carlingford’ series, inspired by Trollope’s Barsetshire books, with special index and
links – includes the very rare short story ‘The Executor’ * Special chronological and alphabetical contents tables for the short stories *
Features the complete Stories and Novels of the Seen and Unseen – first time in digital print * Includes a selection of Oliphant’s non-fiction *
Features a bonus biography * Scholarly ordering of texts into chronological order and literary genres Please visit www.delphiclassics.com to
browse through our range of exciting titles CONTENTS: The Chronicles of Carlingford Index Stories of the Seen and Unseen Index The
Novels MARGARET MAITLAND OF SUNNYSIDE MERKLAND, A STORY OF SCOTTISH LIFE, OR SELF-SACRIFICE CHRISTIAN
MELVILLE THE DAYS OF MY LIFE THE HOUSE ON THE MOOR THE DOCTOR’S FAMILY SALEM CHAPEL THE PERPETUAL CURATE
MISS MARJORIBANKS MADONNA MARY AT HIS GATES THE CURATE IN CHARGE PHOEBE, JUNIOR A BELEAGUERED CITY THE
LADIES LINDORES THE WIZARD’S SON THE LADY’S WALK SIR TOM HESTER, A STORY OF CONTEMPORARY LIFE OLD LADY
MARY A COUNTRY GENTLEMAN AND HIS FAMILY THE MARRIAGE OF ELINOR DIES IRAE, THE STORY OF A SPIRIT IN PRISON The
Shorter Fiction THE EXECUTOR THE RECTOR A WIDOW’S TALE AND OTHER STORIES COMPLETE STORIES OF THE SEEN AND
UNSEEN The Short Stories LIST OF SHORT STORIES IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER LIST OF SHORT STORIES IN ALPHABETICAL
ORDER The Non-Fiction ROYAL EDINBURGH THE MAKERS OF MODERN ROME JEANNE D’ARC: HER LIFE AND DEATH THE
SISTERS BRONTË The Biography MARGARET OLIPHANT by Richard Garnett Please visit www.delphiclassics.com to browse through our
range of exciting titles
Presents a collection of quotations, expressions, and poems that are suitable for a variety of greeting cards and scrapbooking projects.
Fresh, Simple, and Wholesome Recipes From Our Family to Yours From the farmhouse kitchens of mother and daughter Carol Falb and
Dawn Stoltzfus comes a collection of over 150 delicious recipes plus charming stories of everyday life on an active, working dairy farm. Let
Carol and Dawn show you how easy it is to share farm-to-table goodness with your loved ones, even if you don't have your own garden...or
working farm. Cooking should be more than just prepping food. When you prepare healthy meals using high-quality whole foods, you extend
the love of Christ to others and bless them with your servant's heart. From fresh salads to hearty entrees to tantalizing desserts, let these
treasured recipes become part of your family's mealtime traditions and find joy in the simplicity of cooking fresh.
The poems are a celebration of our Lord and Savior and Heavenly Father, as well as our lives here on earth. These versus are a joy to read
again and again. Faith: The poems not only stir your heart and soul, but help you cope with troubled times. There is a personal and
sentimental feeling about these touching poems inspired by God above. Family: Poetry that not only gives you a message that all families
have issues, but it is the love that will see us through. Perhaps you will even take a trip down memory lane to a favorite time or place.
Friends: God sends His love in the form of friends, for without them in our lives, how could we manage? Friends assist us through the bad
times and help us acknowledge the good ones.
Maaya Kisaragi, 16 years old, finally confessed to her crush...only to be flatly rejected and ridiculed on social media after. To make matters
worse, the most popular guy in her grade, Chigira-kun, overheard her despondent muttering about the whole thing. But instead of making fun
of her, he comforts her...and proposes an odd solution to her heartbreak!

Ever wondered if you had 'the spark' in you? Ever wondered if the people who make it big had some special 'elixir of success'?
Ever tried to dream beyond the conventions? Ever wondered if the smallest incidents in your life could transform you into
something inexplicably big? Ever sought meaning behind the stupid stuff your siblings say? If yes, you've hit the right place. (If no,
don't worry. We'll set you straight.) From a brief stint at a startup to founding a company on your own, from a dinner at Olive's
kitchen to VIT's first registered online event, from fighting cancer to Hannah Montana dreams, this book has it all. Follow the trail of
the alphabet to reach the best in you. With every letter, comes a brand new story and a brand new lesson. So what are you waiting
for? (Honestly, I still can't believe you're stuck on the cover page!) Go, grab the best (and the worst) of the experiences we've had,
the cloud nine successes (and the rock bottom failures), revel in the good (and whine the bad away) - let our stories teach you
what it means to be us, what it takes to bring out the best in the worst and what it is to be unapologetically yourself! Well??? You're
still waiting? Enough now, don't disappoint me anymore. Just flip, turn... and let the ride begin!
In understanding who I am and the journey it took to get me from one point in my life to another, I have written this book of poetry
as the link to a creative process of true and honest emotions. I am the force behind my own energy and fate. Through purpose and
passion it is with joy and happiness I share my unshakeable truths. My world revolves around interpretations of rhythm and rhyme.
While some may view these poems as thought-provoking, they are merely words of beauty and power that surround me in my
space and time. The passion and light reflected in this book are responses to inspirations, tragedies, love, and faith, a way that
helps me to connect with the modern reader. They are words that I have spoken and thought of in my mind and heart. Poetry is
love in any language and because I am in love with life, I have written these love songs to those that have achieved something
greater than the power of words. Poetry is wisdom and the humility that comes from wisdom. All the knowledge that I have gained
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from wisdom comes from heaven. I am but a lonely dreamer.
If the Shoe FitsIf the shoe fitsGo ahead, put them onLace them upAnd then walk aroundThe red onesWith the shiny little bowOr
the clear glass slippersThat Cinderella lostThe brogan bootsWith the worn out soleWith the ran over hillWith the steel plated
toesThe tennis shoesThat's comfy as can beOr the high heel pumpsThat makes you walk, with a slumpYou see, shoes come in all
colorsShapes and sizeSo before you start walking, think and decideIf the shoe fits...
This meticulously edited horror collection is formatted for your eReader with a functional and detailed table of contents: "Dracula"
is the tale of Count Dracula's attempt to move from Transylvania to England so that he may find new blood and spread the undead
curse, and of the battle between Dracula and a small group of men and women led by Professor Abraham Van Helsing. "The
Jewel of Seven Stars" tells the tale of Malcolm Ross, a young barrister, pulled into an archaeologist's plot to revive Queen Tera, an
ancient Egyptian mummy. "The Man" (The Gates of Life)" is a gothic tale of Stephen, young girl raised as tomboy, and her
childhood friend Harold. As many of their close ones die in tragic accidents, through the deaths, Stephen and Harold grow closer.
"The Lady of the Shroud" – Rupert Saint Leger inherits his uncle's estate on condition that he lives for a year in his uncle's castle in
the Land of the Blue Mountains. One wet night, he is visited in the castle by a pale woman wearing a wet shroud, seeking warmth.
He falls in love with her, despite thinking she is a vampire, and he visits the local church where he finds her in a glass-topped
stone coffin in the crypt. "The Lair of the White Worm (The Garden of Evil)" – Adam Salton from Australia is contacted by his greatuncle Richard from England in order to establish a relationship. Adam travels to England and quickly finds himself at the centre of
mysterious and inexplicable occurrences. "Dracula's Guest & Other Weird Stories" is a collection of nine macabre and gothic tales
in which paintings come to life, rats run amok and many other twisted things occur: Dracula's Guest The Judge's House The
Squaw The Secret of the Growing Gold A Gipsy Prophecy The Coming of Abel Behenna The Burial of the Rats A Dream of Red
Hands Crooken Sands
Reproduction of the original: The Story of My Life by Augustus J. Hare
In the Name of Friendship (English Version) "Shinta, please let me go for my sisters!" Aiman pleaded. "I am sorry, Aiman. This is
my duty. I can't help you," Shinta said regretfully. Aiman suddenly knelt before Shinta and caught her hand in both of his. "Please,
Shinta! I acknowledged that I've done wrong. But please let me go just this once! Please, for our friendship's sake!" he begged.
Shinta took a deep breath before she stated firmly, "Fine. In the name of our friendship, I'll let you go this time, Aiman." In the
name of friendship, Shinta helped her best friend, Aiman, even though she realized what he had done was wrong. Little did she
know that her help would put Aiman's life in jeopardy instead.
The effect produced upon the general mind by the appearance of Charlotte Brontë in literature, and afterwards by the record of her
life when that was over, is one which it is nowadays somewhat difficult to understand. Had the age been deficient in the art of
fiction, or had it followed any long level of mediocrity in that art, we could have comprehended this more easily. But Charlotte
Brontë appeared in the full flush of a period more richly endowed than any other we know of in that special branch of literature, so
richly endowed, indeed, that the novel had taken quite fictitious importance, and the names of Dickens and Thackeray ranked
almost higher than those of any living writers except perhaps Tennyson, then young and on his promotion too. Anthony Trollope
and Charles Reade who, though in their day extremely popular, have never had justice from a public which now seems almost to
have forgotten them, formed a powerful second rank to these two great names. It is a great addition to the value of the distinction
gained by the new comer that it was acquired in an age so rich in the qualities of the imagination. But this only increases the
wonder of a triumph which had no artificial means to heighten it, nothing but genius on the part of a writer possessing little
experience or knowledge of the world, and no sort of social training or adventitious aid. The genius was indeed unmistakable, and
possessed in a very high degree the power of expressing itself in the most vivid and actual pictures of life. But the life of which it
had command was seldom attractive, often narrow, local, and of a kind which meant keen personal satire more than any broader
view of human existence. A group of commonplace clergymen, intense against their little parochial background as only the most
real art of portraiture, intensified by individual scorn and dislike, could have made them: the circle of limited interests, small
emulations, keen little spites and rancours, filling the atmosphere of a great boarding school, the BrusselsPensionnat des
filles—these were the two spheres chiefly portrayed: but portrayed with an absolute untempered force which knew neither charity,
softness, nor even impartiality, but burned upon the paper and made everything round dim in the contrast. I imagine it was this
extraordinary naked force which was the great cause of a success, never perhaps like the numerical successes in literature of the
present day, when edition follows edition, and thousand thousand, of the books which are the favourites of the public: but one
which has lived and lasted through nearly half a century, and is even now potent enough to carry on a little literature of its own,
book after book following each other not so much to justify as to reproclaim and echo to all the winds the fame originally won. No
one else of the century, I think, has called forth this persevering and lasting homage.
The sweet cooing of a baby is surely the best sound in the world! Making that bundle of joy comfortable and happy is important,
and with knitting, it's also fun! These 12 all-new designs to knit are perfect for both novice and experienced knitters. The oh-sosweet projects include warm blankets with pig or chick hoods, hats with stripes or eyelets, three-strap booties, soft washcloths
depicting a barn, a tractor, or a tree, and squeezable piggie and cow toys. There's even a cozy cardigan to knit with variegated
yarn. Enjoy making these little knitted "hugs" for all the precious babies you know! Gooseberry Patch Oh-So-Sweet Baby Knits
(Leisure Arts #4778) features 12 designs to knit using light or medium weight yarns and requiring Easy to Intermediate skills.
He always gets his lady… Billy Darling doesn’t enjoy being a wanted man until the day a duke’s prim and proper granddaughter
comes marching into the Tumbleweed Saloon and points her derringer at his heart. Lucky for him, she's a mighty poor shot. She
always gets her man… Instead of killing him, Esmerelda Fine hires him to find her runaway brother. Billy knows he should turn
down her offer. He should resist her charms. But he doesn't. Because there comes a time in every man's life when he's got nothing
left to lose...but his heart. No Explicit Love Scenes in this edition “Has a little something for everyone. No wonder all of Medeiros’s
romances have been national bestsellers.”—Milwaukee Journal-Sentinel “A lively passionate adventure generously peppered with
Medeiros’s trademark humor and sense of fun.”—Library Journal “Another fine read from one of romance’s greats!”—Painted
Rock
It isn't just the lovely people of North Carolina who will be paying homage to their state vegetable on February 22. In fact, National
Cook a Sweet Potato Day is a cause for celebration across the USA every year and runs side by side with February's National
Sweet Potato Month. Low in fat and calories, and packed full of vitamins, this root veggie is a versatile ingredient for lots of
recipes. Sweet potatoes are nutritious, filling and perfect for sweet and savory dishes, including soups, salads, curries, cakes,
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puddings pies and even ice-cream. Mash them, bake them, grill them, or roast them, these are just a few of the ways to
incorporate sweet potatoes into your everyday meals; the options are endless. We know you will enjoy making our 40 Oh-So
Sweet Potato Family Recipes which is why we have brought you a great selection of breakfast, lunch, dinner and dessert options.
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